Parkour Color collection is composed by two different type of
product:
MineralPlain (PC901-PC907) it’s an unordinary plain realized
with a shiny mineral fabric that it’s been back printed to confer
to it a stronger materiality.
DesignBeads (PC102-PC807)on a back printed mineral fabric
with pearly reflections are realized geometric designs with small
glass beads which capturing the light, they start to twinkle on
the wall in an enchanting juxtaposition with the opalescent
reflections of the background.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

T EC H N I C A L F E A T U R E S

Parkour Color is an innovative collection of wallcoverings
Made in Italy, created for an urban context representing a
new concept of design. The materials used for the realization of the collection have been thoroughly selected in order to obtain a perfect composition resulting in a decorative
effect based on reflection and luminosity. The vast range
of metallic colours available offers a great potentiality and
variety of decoration which makes Parkour color suitable
for most interior design projects. The designs have been inspired by ethnic and modern style representing the latest
trend within interior decoration.

Texam Home, thanks to the creative philosophy “Research never end”
in few years, has become a leading brand on the high-end wallcovering
market. Our brand infact embody a resume of innovative high technology, exclusive materials and a unique style that stand out from the
crowd.
This harmonic mix permit to create every year remarkable and cutting edge products which express themselves in astonishing timeless
collections. Another fundamental aspect of Texam Home creations is
the feel that the material gives; it’s perceived as something completely
natural and organic avoinding any flat industrial effect. All the wallpaper’s surfaces are designed to obtain a three dimensional effect, to
reshape rooms and locations in order to nullify the optical barrier of the
wall, donating vitality to the whole space thanks to a perception of infinity. The technical skills unify to the brilliant innovations brought by
a qualified creative team makes it possible to ensure to the customers
top level products which are always precursors of fashion and trands of
the wallcovering world.

www.texamhome.com • export@texamhome.com • +35924917644
Floor 3, 21B Moskovska Str. 1000 SOFIA - Bulgaria

MOSAIC

KALEIDOSCOPE

64 cm / 25.2” → | ←
100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

PC404

PC201

PC402

PC202

PC403

PC203

PC204

PC407

12.6” / 32 cm → | ←

PC206

100 cm / 39.4”(±3%)

SPECTRUM

PARKOUR

PC503

64 cm / 25.2” → | ←
100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

PC702

PC502

PC703

PC504

PC705

PC505

64 cm / 25.2” → | ←

PC707

100 cm / 39.4”(±3%)

PC507

PC102

BALI

KILIM

PC103
PC801
PC105
PC104
0 cm /0” → | 0

64 cm / 25.2” → | ←

PC802

PC106
PC803

100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

PC107

100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

PC806

PC807

ESPACE

SEAWEEDS

0 cm / 0” → | 0
100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

PC602

PC302

PC603

PC305

PC603

64 cm / 25.2” → | ←

PC303

100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

The portrayed colours may differ from reality

